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Let K be a closed bounded convex subset of a Hilbert space H, T a non- 
expansive selfmap of K. In 1975 Baillon [2] proved that, for each point e 
in K, the Cesaro transform of (Ye) converges weakly to a fixed point of T. 
Shortly thereafter Beauzamy and Enflo [3] extended Baillon’s result to I” 
spaces, 1 <p < co, although the paper did not appear in print until 1986. 
In 1977 Brezis and Browder [4] made a further extension to strongly 
regular positive measures on a commutative semigroup S, where each 
member of S is represented by a nonexpansive map U, defined on a 
uniformly convex Banach space X such that { U,(x,)} is bounded for some 
x0 in X. Related work appears in Bruck [6] and Reich [9]. 
In this paper we extend the results of [3] in two directions. We replace 
the Cesaro matrix with any triangular matrix with nonnegative entries and 
row sums one, and we replace nonexpansiveness with either more general 
or independent conditions. 
A nonexpansive map on a set X satisfies the inequality 
IlTx- TYII G lb-.A (1) 
for each x, y in X. It is well known that, unless some restrictions are placed 
on X, T need not have a fixed point. Sufficient conditions are that X be 
uniformly convex, K be a nonempty bounded, closed, convex subset of X, 
and T be a nonexpansive selfmap of K. (See, e.g., [S, Theorem 8.51.) 
Nonexpansive maps are included in the definition 
II TX - Tyll <4x, Y) lb - yll + NT Y) IIx - rxll + b’(-~ VI II Y - WI 
+ 4x3 Y) lb- TYII + c’(x, Y) II Y - WI, (2) 
where a, 6, b’, c, c’ are nonnegative functions satisfying (a + b + h’ + c + c’) 
(x, y) < 1 and b’(x, v) = b( r, x). c’(x, y) = c( y, x) for all x, y E K. The best 
fixed-point theorem involving (2) is the following. 
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THEOREM 1. [8] Let X be a uniformly convex space, K a nonempty 
closed and convex subset of X, T a seljmap of K satisfying (2). If 
sup (b + c’)(x, y) < 1 
r,gsK 
(3) 
and 
inf 11x - Txl( = 0 ,for some finite r, (4) 
II-4 6 r 
then T has a fixed point in K. 
In [S] it is shown that conditions (3) and (4) cannot be weakened. 
It is an open question whether a map T satisfying (2) on a bounded, 
closed, and convex subset of X has a fixed point. However, if T is also 
asymptotically regular, then a fixed point exists. (See [8, Corollary 21.) 
For other special cases of (2) the reader may consult [S, 10, 11. 
Maps satisfying conditions (2) and (3) or (2) with a E 0, b = c = t need 
not be asymptotically regular, even in uniformly convex spaces. However, if 
K is closed, bounded, and convex and X is uniformly convex, then a fixed 
point exists. The existence is established by proving that condition (4) is 
satisfied. 
In contrast, Theorem 3 and Corollaries 5-8 of this paper provide an 
infinity of fixed-point iteration procedures for obtaining fixed points. 
1. STATEMENTS OF RESULTS 
Throughout this paper A = (ani) is a nonnegative triangular matrix with 
row sums 1. Thus A is automatically regular; i.e., A is limit-preserving over 
c, the space of convergent sequences. A map T is called asymptotically 
regular at a point x if lim (1 T”x - T” + ‘xl\ = 0. If this limit is zero for every 
point of a set K, then T is said to be asymptotically regular over K. 
Define 
CP(Y)= f anj/lY- TielIP, n = 0, 1) 2, . . . . 1 < p < co, (5) 
,=o 
where y, e E K, K a closed, bounded, convex subset of a uniformly convex 
space X. For each n define sp) to be the unique point of K where (5) 
assumes its minimum. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 < p < co, X = lp, K a nonempty closed, bounded, con- 
vex subset of X, Tan asymptotically regular selfmap of K satisfying (2) and 
(3) with b E b’. Then each weak limit point of {s!,r’)> is a fixed point of T. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let X, K be as in Theorem 2, T a selfmap of K satisfying 
(2) with b=b’, c=c’andinf, vcK 
‘- 
c(x, y) > 0. Then each weak limit point of 
(sp)} is a fixed point of T. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X, K be as in Theorem 2, T a selfmap of K satisfying 
(2) with b = b’, c = c’ E 0. If either T is asymptotically regular or 
inf .~, YE ka(x, y) > 0, then each weak limit point of {sp)) is a fixed point of T. 
COROLLARY 3. Let X, K be as in Theorem 2, T a seljmap of K satisfying 
(2) with b = b’, c = c’, a + 2b + 2c = 1. Then each weak limit point of { sj,P) > is 
a fixed point of T for each of the following cases: (I) a = 1, b = c = 0, 
(II) b>O, c>O, (III) a>O, b>O, c=O, or (IV) b=O, c>O. 
COROLLARY 4. Let x, K be as in Theorem 2, T a nonexpansive selfmap 
of K. Then each weak limit point of {sip)} is a fixed point of T. 
Theorem 1 of [3] is a special case of Corollary 4. 
A selfmap T of a set K is called quasi-nonexpansive if it has at least one 
fixed point p, and satisfies (1) with y = p, for each fixed point p. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 < p < co, X = lp, K a nonempty closed, bounded, con- 
vex subset of X, T a quasi-nonexpansive selfmap of K. If each subsequential 
weak limit {sp)} is a fixed point of T, then (s(2p)) converges weakly to a 
fixed point of T. 
COROLLARY 5. Let X, K, T be as in Corollary 1. Then {sj,p)) converges 
weakly to a fixed point of T. 
COROLLARY 6. Let X, K, T be as in Corollary 2. Then {sj,J’)} converges 
weakly to a fixed point of T. 
COROLLARY 7. Let X, K, T be as in Corollary 3. Then (s$‘)} converges 
weakly to a fixed point of T. 
COROLLARY 8. Let X, K, T be as in Corollary 4. Then {s!p)} converges 
weakly to a fixed point of T. 
Theorem 2 of [3] is a special case of Corollary 8. 
2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS AND COROLLARIES 
The proof of Theorem 2 makes use of the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 1 is a generalization of Theorem 8.3 of [S] and Lemma 3 is a 
generalization of Lemma 4 of [3]. 
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LEMMA 1. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, K a bounded con- 
vex subset of X. Let T be a selfmap K satisfying (2) and (3) with b’ = b. 
Then, given any E > 0 there exists a C(E) > 0 such that, for each pair of points 
x0, x1 in K with 1) TX, -x01( < <(E), I/ TX, -x1 11 G r(&), and x any point on the 
line segment joining x0 to x,, (1 TX-XII GE. 
Proof. We may write x=(1 --I)x,+Ax,, o<a<1. Define 
f = SUPx.~e K (b + c’)(x, y). Suppose (Ix0 - x1 I( < E( 1 -f )/4. Then, for each x 
on the line segment joining x0 to x1, 1(x - x0(1 6 .a( 1 - f)/4, 
IITx-XII d IITx- Txoll + IITxo-xoll + lh-XII. 
Using (2) we obtain 
(1 -c’)IITx- Tx,ll <(a+c)Ilx-x,ll +bIlx-Txll 
+ (b + c + c’) 11x0 - TX& 
where a, b, c, c’ are evaluated at (x, x0). Thus 
IlTx-41 $(I +(a+~)/(1 -c’))Ilx-~011 +(bl(l -c’))llx- WI 
+ (1 + (b + c + c’)/( 1 - c’) 11x0 - Tx,lI, 
and 
IITx-xll<(l+a+c-c’)/(l-b-c’)llx-x,1\ 
+(l+b+c)/(l-b-c’)l~xo-Tx,ll 
~2(1-f)-‘Ilx-x,ll+ llxo- Txoll 
<E/2 + t;(E) <E, 
provided C(E) < .sJ2. 
Therefore we need consider only pairs of points x0, x1 satisfying 
lIxO-x111>~(1-ff)/4. Let d,=diam(K). Then, for A<s(l-f)/4do, 
Il~-~,ll=~ll~,-~,ll~~~~-f)/~, and, by the same argument. 
((TX-XII -CC. Thus we need to consider only A>,&(1 - f)/4d,. If 
l-A<s(l-f)/4do, then Ilx-x,l~=(1-3L)I/x,-xO(I<~(1-f)/4do and, 
employing the same argument with x, replacing x0, again yields 
I)Tx-xl1 <E. Therefore we may assume that A E [E( 1 -f)/4d,, 
l-s(l-f)/4do]. 
Set y = TX. Then II y - x011 d )I TX - Tx,lJ + )I TX, - x0/J. From (2), with a, 
6, c, c’ evaluated at (x, x,), 
II TX - Txdl d a llx - xolI + Mllx - x&l + Ilxo - Txll + 1(x0 - Tx,II ] 
+ cCllx -.%I1 + lb,, - Txolll + c’ lb,, - Txll. 
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and 
Similarly, 
Set 
Then 
25(E) 4d0 4 
llzo’l d * +I-fe(l-f)Eo= 
1 + 32((e) do 
F*( 1 -f)3’ 
Similarly, lIzI )( < 1 + 32t(.z) do/~*( 1 -f)‘. But IIAz, + (1 - A)zl I( = 1. Since X 
is uniformly convex, if we choose t(c) small enough, and positive, we have 
llzo-zljl <E/do. Thus 
IIY--II = ll(1 -A)( Y-x,)-ax, -u)ll 
=A(1 -I)l/xo-xlll I/zo-ZJ <e. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a untformly convex Banach space, K a bounded 
closed convex subset of X, T: K + X satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1: 
(a) If {u,} is a weakly convergent sequence in K with weak limit uo, 
and tf (I - T)uj converges strongly to an element w in X, then (I- T) u. = w. 
(b) (I - T) K is a closed subset of X. 
The proof of Lemma 2 is identical to the proof of Theorem 8.4 of [S]. 
For brevity we shall denote s!p) by s,. 
LEMMA 3. Let X = lp, K a closed, bounded, convex subset of X, T an 
asymptotically regular selfmap of X satisfying (2) and (3) with b’ = 6. Then 
lim (Is, - Ts,(/ = 0. 
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Proqf. From (2), with a, b, c, c’ evaluated at (s,, T’- ‘e), 
II Ts, - T’ell 
f a[ IIs, - TJe(l + I( Tie - T’-‘ell] 
+ b[ IIs, - Tie11 + I( T’e - Ts,ll + I( T’ ‘e - T’elj] 
+ c/Is, - T’e(l + c’[ (I Tjp ‘e - Tje(( + II TJe - Ts,(/ 1, 
(1 - b - c’) /( Ts, - T’ell 
6 (u + b + c) (Is, - T’eII 
+ (a + b + c’) (I Tjm ‘e - T’ell, 
and 
IIT.s,-T’ejl~llSn-Tiell+(l-f)~‘~lT’~’e-TJell. 
Applying Taylor’s theorem, with d, the diameter of K, 
I(T.s,,-TJe(lp~(/.s,-TjeI(f+pd~~’(1-f)~’IITJ~1e-T’el(. (6) 
With 6 the modulus of convexity of X, it follows that 
since s, is the value of z for which cp attains its minimum. To prove the 
lemma it is sufficient to show that lim[q(Ts,)- cp(s,)] =O. From (5) and 
(61, 
cp(Ts,) - cp(s,) = i a, /I Ts, - T’e(I JJ - i a, lb,, - WI p 
j= 0 j= 0 
~~,dlT~,-4P+ f a,,Ib,,- TJ41P 
,= I 
+pd( ‘(1 -f))’ i u,)ITJp’e- T’eII 
j= I 
where a0 = 1, uj = (( Tj-- ‘e - Tje(l, j > 0. Since T is asymptotically regular 
and A is regular, the limit of the right-hand side is zero. 
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Lemma 3 is a generalization of Lemma 4 of [3]. Theorem 2 is proved by 
combining Lemmas 2 and 3. To prove Corollaries 1 and 2, all that is 
required is to verify that, in each case, T is asymptotically regular. In [7] it 
is shown that T is asymptotically regular for constant values of a, 6, c for 
either c > 0 or c = 0. That proof easily extends to functions a, b, c satisfying 
the hypotheses of these corollaries. 
Corollary 3 follows from Corollaries 1 and 2. Corollary 4 is case I of 
Corollary 3. To prove Theorem 3 it is sufficient to show that each weak 
subsequential limit of {s,} is the same. The proof follows the argument in 
[3] and uses Lemmas 46. 
Let x be a point in ZP. Denote its kth coordinate by x(k). 
LEMMA 4. s,,(k) is the number which minimizes 
i a,lt-(Tje)(k)lP 
j=O 
for each n. 
ProojY From (5), 
cP,t(Z) = i anj IIZ - TielIp = i U, C Iz(k) - (Tje)(k)( P 
j=O j=O k 
~~j~o~~~l~(k)~(T’e)olp~ 
and the sum is minimized when each term takes on its minimum value. 
LEMMA 5. Let X/E R, s a point where the function 
gCt)= i an,It-tjlP 
j=O 
assumes its minimum: 
(a) Ifp 3 2 then, for each z E R, 
(b) If 1 < p < 2, then there exists a constant C such that, for all z E R, 
f anj)z-xjlP2 i a”,(s-xj(P+ Iz-s12/C. 
j=O j=O 
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Proof. (a) Clarkson’s inequality states that, for p > 1, a, be R, 
I(a + b)/21 p + I (a - b)/2) p 6 (Ial p + Ib( 9/2. Substituting a = s - xj, b = 
Xi-Z yields I(s-z)/21P+ ~(s+2)/2-xj~~~((s-xjJ~+ Ixj-zyy/2. 
Therefore, 
~2pl~--lp+ c unjI(s+z)/2-xj/P 
/=O 
~2-pls-zlp+ f unjIs-xjIP, 
and 
J=o 
i.e., 
To prove (b) use Clarkson’s inequality with a = x, b = y, to get 
l(x+y)/21p~(l~lp+lylp)/2-1(x-y)/21p. We wish to show that there 
exists a positive constant C’ such that - 1(x - y)/21 p < --Jx - yJ*/C’. If 
x = y then the inequality is true for any C’ >O. Suppose x # y. Then the 
inequality is equivalent to C’ >, 2p Ix - YI*-~. Since Jx - yl < 1x1 + I yl < 
2 max{ 1x1, I yJ} = 2Q, say, it is sufficient to choose C’ 3 2J’(2Q)2PP=4Q2-P. 
Set x = z - xi and y = s - xj to obtain 
and 
2 f un,l(z+s)/2-xj,P-; i a,ls-x,lP+ lz-sl2/C’ 
j=O J=o 
1 * 
2 2 jFo a, 1s - Xjl ’ + I.2 - S( ‘/C’. 
Therefore 
j~ou~jlz~xjlp~j~oa~jls~~~lp+ lz-S12/C7 
where l/C = 2/C’. 
409;130/2-18 
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LEMMA 6. Let 1 < p < co, x E R. Then 
Ix-llP3 1 -p2P-‘Ixl (7) 
and 
~)l-x~~-l~~p~x~(l+~xI)~-‘. (8) 
Proof Delinef,(x) = (1 - x)~ - 1 + p2pp ‘x for x 6 0. By the calculusf, 
has its minimum at x=0. Define f2(x) = (1 -x)~-- 1 - ~2~~l.x for 
O<xQl. The minimum for fi also occurs at zero. Define 
f3(x)=(x-l))p-1+p2p~‘xforx>1. Thenf, is increasingandf,(l)>O. 
Inequality (8) is proved a similar manner. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 3, suppose {sn > has two different 
limit points a and b. Then there exist subsequences {nl} and {n;} such that 
a = lim, s,, and b = lim, s,;. Let TV= Ila-b/l and define M=supxEKllxll. 
Since {s,,,} converges weakly to a, lim, s,,(k) = a(k) for each k. 
Let E > 0. Choose N such that (&,,Ja(k)l P)l’P d ECI and 
Ew,IWW’)“Pd~~. 
Let N, denote the subsequence of integers { 1,2, . . . . N} such that 
a(k) - b(k) # 0. Choose I, such that, for all k d N, 
la(k) - s,,(k)1 d 
6 inf(la(k) - b(k)l, la(k) - W)l”) if kEN, 
EM,N if K$N, (9) 
Case I. Suppose p > 2. From Lemma 5(a), with z = b(k), x, = (T-‘e)(k), 
s = s,(k), 
jgo anjIb - (T’eW)lp 
3 i a,ls,(k)-(Tje)(k)lP+2’-PIs,(k)-b(k)JP. 
J=o 
(10) 
We wish to show that, for any real numbers a, b, c satisfying 
max{ Ial, IN, ICI > G M 
Ic-blP>,la-b~P-p(4M)P-‘Ic-al. 
It is sufficient to show that 
(11) 
Ic-b~P>~a-b~p-p2P~11b-alP~‘Ic-aJ. (12) 
For, if (12) is true then, since lb-al & (61 + (al <2M, (11) follows. 
Note that (12) can be written in the form 
[(c-a)-(b-a)lPa Ia-blP-p2P m’Ib-alP~‘Ic-aaJ. 
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If b - a = 0 then (12) is trivially true. If b - a # 0 then it can be written in 
the form of (7) with x= (c-a)/(b -a). 
Setting c = s,(k), b = (Tje)(k), a = a(k) in (11) yields 
b,(k) - (TjeW)l p 
> la(k) - (T’e)(k)l p - p(4M)P-’ Is,,(k) - a(k (13) 
Substituting (13) into (10) we obtain 
i a,,IW)- (rje)(k)lP 
/=a 
> ,f a,la(k) - T’e)(k)j p - p(4M)P- I Is,(k) -u(k)\ 
j=O 
+ 2’ -p Is,(k) - b(k)1 p. (14) 
For notational convenience we shall write n for n,. Then, for I> I,, 
k E N,, and using (9) 
b,(k) - W)la I Is,(k) - a(k lb(k) - 4k)l I 
2 lb(k) - a(k b,,(k) - 4kN 
2 (1 -E) lb(k) - u(k)l. 
Substituting in (14) yields 
2 1 anjla(k)-(T’e)(k)lP 
/=0 
+((l -~)“2~-~-p~(4M)~-~)Jb(k)-u(k)l” 
3 f a,j~u(k)-(T’e)(k)~P+2’-P~b(k)-a(k)(, 
j=O 
provided E is chosen small enough so that (1 -s)P 2pP I -ps(4~)~- ‘2 2 -P. 
Since u(k)= b(k) for k < N, kg N,, 
>, c unjlu(k)-(T’e)(k)lP+2’-P 1 (b(k)-u(k)(. (15) 
k<N kt N, 
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Recalling that tx = I(a - bl(, 
k;N V(k) - @)I p = MP- c (b(k)-u(k)(p. 
k>N 
From Minkowski’s inequality, 
Therefore 
k;N IW) - a(k)I p 3 aPI& 
provided E is chosen small enough so that 1 - (2~)~ > f. 
We shail now show that, for p > 1, 
lI(Tje)W) - WI p - I( pI 
dplW)l [I( + Iw)llP-‘. (16) 
Inequality (16) is trivially true for any j or k such that (Tie)(k) = 0. For 
each j, k such that (Tie)(k) # 0, divide (16) by ((Tje)(k)J p to obtain (8) 
with x = b(k)/( Tje)(k). 
Similarly, the following inequality is true: 
I I(Tie)W)-4k)lP- I(TJe)(kNPl 
G<PW)I CI(Tje)(k)l + Ib(k)lIP (17) 
Using (16) and (17) one obtains 
I I(T’eNk)-W)lp- I(~‘e)(k)-a(k)lpI 
GpClW)l C(Pe)PN + lW)llP-’ + Ia(k)l Cl(T’eW)l+ 14~)llP-‘I~ 
Thus 
GkFN Pj$oanj(lh(k)l CI(~‘e)W)l+ IJ4k)llP-’ 
+ W)l Cl I(TjeNk)l+ 14kNlPp’Z (18) 
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Let q be the conjugate index of p. Using the HGlder and Minkowski 
inequalities, 
kFN p,foo.ljlb(k)l Cl(rje)(kIl + lb(k)llp-’ 
=p i anj C lblk)l CI(T’e)(k)l + Ib(k)llP’Y 
j=O k>N 
d~~o~~j(k~Nlh~~~ln)“p (,F; [I(Tie)(k)l + lb~k)llp)“4 
G P Ii ani [( c l(Twk)Y)la+ ( c ,b(k),~)“~]“‘4 
j=O k>N k>N 
da&p f a,(2M)PiY = mp(2M)PI4. 
/=o 
Similarly, 
kFN P j$o anjla(k)l CI(TJeM)l + 14k)llP-’ 6W(2WP”. 
Substituting these last two inequalities into (18) yields 
1 i a,[-Ih(k)-(T’e)(k)lP+ ia(k)-(Tie)(k)lP] 
k>Nj=O 
< 2a&p(2M)P’4 (19) 
Now choose E small enough so that 2mp(2M)PIY < p/2, where p = (42)~. 
Combining (15) and (19), 
j~oaHjlllh- Tj41P- Ila- ~j4pl 
=Iia,l( C + II) [IHk) - (Tje)(k)lP- la(k) - (~jeM)lpl 
J=o k<N k>N 
=Ikani( C + c> CIW) - (T-‘e)(k)l p - la(k) - (TjeW)l”l 
j=O k < NI k>N 
2 i anj(B-8/2)=8/Z 
j=O 
i.e., 
2 anjI(b-TjeIIP) ’ H jTo unj lb - Pe II p + P/2. (20) 
j=O 
Since T is quasi-nonexpansive and b is a fixed point of T, 
lb-TieI/= IITje-TbJJ~)ITj-‘e-bll, and {/lb-Tjel(} is a monotone 
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decreasing sequence in j. So also is { I/a - Fell 1. Define I, = lim J/a - T’eI) 
and lh = lim 116 - T’ell. Since A is regular, taking the limit of (20) as n = n, 
approaches infinity yields lb > I, + b/2. Interchanging the roles of a and b in 
the above argument leads to I, 2 I, + p/2. Thus I, > I, + /?, which implies 
that p < 0. But B = (a/2)P > 0. Thus p = 0, and c( = 0, a contradiction. 
Case II. 1 < p < 2. Define c( = /I b - a(1 *. Choose N as before &, such that 
13 1, implies 
if kEN, 
if k# N,. 
Using Lemma 5(b) one obtain 
2 c c a,Ib(k)-(Tje)(k)lP+(2C)~’ c la(k)-W)l*, 
k<Nj=O keN, 
and z:keN, lb(k) - a(k)1 3 a*/2 if E is sufficiently small. 
The remainder of the proof is unchanged. 
The proof of Corollaries 5 - 8 are immediate since, in each case T has 
fixed points and is quasi-nonexpansive. 
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